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recorded several reversals. The oldest one is the top of the Olduvai Subchron (ca. 1.78 Ma). 
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axes for some of the lava flows and is thought to fairly reliably define the lava flow direction. A 

systematic plunge of the K1 axes appears to define an imbrication and yields a flow azimuth. 

The azimuth differs by 60° from that anticipated but is readily explained by a change in shape 

of the Koolau Volcano during growth. The tightest clustering is in massive aa lava flows 5 m 

thick. Samples collected from near the flow base give the most consistent orientations. 

Compound pahoehoe lavas with many small flow units give the least tightly clustered 

anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) axes and, in some flows, the orientation is random. 

The gravity-driven sheet has an AMS fabric indicating a down-dip magma flow direction. After 

the Koolau Volcano was deeply eroded, a cinder cone and lava flows of nephelinite were 

formed in the rejuvenation stage of volcanism. The nephelinite is normally magnetized and the 

AMS fabric indicates a generally downslope flow. 
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studied to determine the plumbing of the Skye volcanic system. Low-field susceptibility versus 
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magnetite, pyrrhotite and titanomaghemite. The petrofabrics of the 63 intrusives yielded 

coherent how azimuths regardless of their time of emplacement. Three main types of magnetic 
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represents the magma-flow direction within the intrusives and is the dominant fabric (55% of all 
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them were fed by inclined to vertical fluxes. Horizontal magma flow means lateral magma 
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Pyroclastic cones along the southwest coast of Mauna Loa volcano, Hawai'i, have a common 
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scoria and lapilli, and (b) one or more later-formed inner rims composed almost exclusively of 

dense spatter. The spatter activity locally fed short lava flows that ponded within the outer rims. 

Based on various lines of evidence, these cones are littoral in origin: relationships between the 

cones and associated flows; the degassed nature of the pyroclasts; and (although not 

unequivocal) the position of the cones relative to known eruptive vent locations on Mauna Loa. 

Additional support for the littoral interpretation comes from their similarity to (smaller) littoral 

cones that have been observed forming during the ongoing Kilauea eruption. The structure of 

these Mauna Loa cones, however, contrasts with that of ''standard'' Hawaiian littoral cones in 

that there is (or once was) a complete circle of pyroclastic deposits. Furthermore, they are 

large even though associated with tube-fed pahoehoe flows instead of 'a'(a) over bar. The 

following origin is proposed: An initial now of tube-fed pahoehoe into the ocean built a lava 

delta with a base of hyaloclastite. Collapse of an inland portion of the active tube into the 

underlying wet hyaloclastites or a water-filled void allowed sufficient mixing of water and liquid 

lava to generate strong explosions. These explosions broke through the top of the flow and 

built up the outer scoria/lapilli rims on the solid carapace of the lava delta. Eventually, the 

supply of water diminished, the explosions declined in intensity to spattering, and the initial rim 

was filled with spatter and lava. 
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The Mangaone Subgroup from the Okataina Volcanic Centre consists of silicic plinian pyroclastic 

units that lie between the Oruanui deposit from the Taupo Volcanic Centre (corrected C-14 

calendar age = 26.5 ka) and the Rotoiti (flow)Rotoehu (fall) deposits from Okataina Volcanic 

Centre (K-Ar age = 64 ka). In this study we present a new stratigraphy for the subgroup that is 

significantly revised from the earlier work and was developed after extensive held mapping and 

laboratory study. We now recognize and describe a total of 12 rhyolitic units las opposed to the 

8 that had been recognized previously), with a total bulk eruptive volume of approximately 81 

km(3). The vents for all the Mangaone Subgroup units were within the Haroharo caldera and 

possibly migrated through time, first within a roughly north-south trending zone in the central 

part of the caldera and then toward the eastern part of the caldera. We present new 

radiometric ages suggesting that the whole sequence was erupted in a relatively short time 

span (possibly 10-15 ka). Our findings of more eruptions in a shorter time span than in 

previous work underscores the utility of detailed field studies, particularly when volcanic 

hazards are being assessed. All the fall units have plinian dispersals but show various degrees 

of magma-water interaction. The majority of the eruptions were large and intense enough to 

generate pyroclastic flows, yet flows were observed in only 2 units and is volumetrically small. 
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a shutdown), waxing, steady discharge, climax, and waning leading to column collapse or 

shutdown (decrease to zero intensity). Some deposits include intercalated water-flushed ash-

rich beds having a bimodal grain size. Other examples of non-homogeneity include 

phreatoplinian ashes that may alternate with the plinian pumice as though modulated by a 

delicate balance in water flux, and still other eruptions may switch completely from dry to wet 

conditions when the column wanes towards the latest stages of the eruptions. Pink pumice 

occurs in some deposits and is totally absent in others. We infer that it oxidized during 

temporary storage in or around the vent. Lithics are ubiquitous, and concentrations of them 

may indicate vent-wall collapses and explosive ejection of some of the resulting debris. Some 

lithic-rich horizons neither coincide with apparent variations in the plinian discharge nor 

interrupt it, as is the case with some rain-flushed bimodal beds. The events that produced 

these incongruent beds proceeded synchronously with, but independent of, the main plinian 

discharge, in an isolated portion of the vent system (such as a subsidiary vent). Other 

variations of density, vesicularity and crystallinity among the eruption products record the pre- 

and syn-eruptive history of the magma. A local inverse relationship between pumice density 

and crystallinity of one eruptive unit is inferred to reflect a control by crystals on vesiculation 

and fragmentation. (C) 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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The rhyolitic Okataina Volcanic Centre in the TVZ experienced 12 plinian eruptions in the period 

between 31 and similar to43 ka and their deposits are known as the Mangaone Subgroup. 

These pyroclastic deposits total 77 km(3). The mean Mangaone eruption volume is 6.0 km(3), 

although erupted volumes alternate between large and small throughout the subgroup and are 

nearly bimodal (42% are <0.5 km(3) DRE, and the remaining 58% are greater). Peak eruption 

intensities (mass discharge rates) of most of the plinian eruptions have been determined from 

lithic size distributions and theoretical models of pyroclast fallout from eruption plumes. Values 

range over more than an order of magnitude, from 6.2 x 10(7) to 3.9 x 10(8) kg s(-1). The total 

erupted masses (or 'magnitudes') of the units varies over a range of a factor of 60, from 2.5 x 
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eruptions from other volcanoes, the Mangaone Subgroup deposits fali in the middle of both the 

magnitude and intensity ranges, although they tend to have somewhat higher intensities at a 

given mass. Some deposits present inverse grading due to an increase in the eruption 

intensity as the eruption progressed. We examined temporal variations in column height and 

intensities in two of the 12 eruptions (units D and F) in detail using individual beds that 

represent successive chronostratigraphic levels. Minimum eruption durations were estimated 

for all units from modelled whole-deposit isopach data and compared with those from the 

individual beds of units D and F; the latter appear to result in more realistic eruption durations. 

The biggest of the Mangaone Subgroup eruptions had relatively high destructive potentials 

(areas up to 4200 km(2) were buried beneath 1 m of pumice fall). Eruptions like those 

occurring today could also pose a hazard to major population centres if the wind dispersed 

them towards such centres. (C) 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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rate (per unit length of active fissure in the case of linear vents) and, hence, the heat input rate 

to the cloud; but a significant subsidiary dependence on the amount of exsolved magma 

volatiles is also found. The eruption cloud model is validated by application to observed historic 

eruptions, and its use in the analysis of palaeo-eruptions is discussed. 
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